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OCT 2 3 1976

Strike planned

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
SOUTH CAROLINA ROOM

CUU envisions boycott for Friday
By TIM DOYLE
Staff Writer
The Clemson University Underground (CUU) made plans
Tuesday evening at Hardin Hall for
a student boycott of classes on Oct.
30. The boycott, entitled "Strike for
Peace", will be a build-up for the
nationwide mobilization, to be held
the following day, to protest the
Indochina War.
The local protest, held under the
auspices of the student moratorium
committee, will actually begin with
a rally in the amphitheatre on
Thursday night. Then on Friday
workshops will be held for the
striking students, with a second
rally in the evening to climax the
protests.
Rob Sands will coordinate local
observation of the moratorium.
Among the things to be discussed
at the workshops will be University
complicity with the military, the
Indochina War, the Mid-East War,
and draft resistance. Possible
speakers include someone from the
U. F. O. Coffeehouse in Columbia,
Father Michael Kaney of Greenville, and persons involved with the
draft resistance movement.
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ENLIGHTENED

CUU plans to have several films
shown during the boycott. One film
portrays the stories of four deserters
from the aircraft carrier Intrepid.
Another film shows the indoctrination methods of the Army.

Also planned for the moratorium
are bands playing folk music, a
presentation by the CUU guerilla
theatre, and petitions opposing the
war, and asking amnesty for ROTC
students.

"We don't know about the protest
during the speech," stated Ellis.
"They might try to keep out
troublemakers, but the rally afterwards should be good."

Student leaders affiliated with the
moratorium committee did not
believe that there would be a
reoccurance of the counter-protests

Ellis said he hopes that at least 100
people will journey to Greenville for
the rally. He also plans to contact
Thomas Broadwater and ask him to
speak at the counterrally.

"LAST YEAR'S OCT. 15 MORATORIUM WAS A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT SITUATION. THE STUDENTS WERE
NOT PREPARED FOR SUCH PROTESTS, AND THAT WAS
CLEMSON'S FIRST."
that plagued last year's anti-war
protests, and threatened to become
violent.
"Last year's Oct. 15 moratorium
was a completely different
situation," asserted CUU chairman
Jim Ellis. "The students were not
prepared for such protests, and that
was Clemson's first." Sr. Senator
Bill Evans coucurred with this
position.
CUU also finalized plans for
forming a car caravan next Monday
to go to Greenville to protest Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew, who will
be speaking on behalf of gubernatorial candidate Congressman
Albert Watson at Greenville
Memorial Auditorium.
Protests are scheduled before
Agnew's speech, and a rally will be
held in a nearby park after the
speech.

John Marshall, a campus
Broadwater movement leader,
spoke at the meeting urging
members of the CUU to attend a
speech by Broadwater to be held on
campus Thursday.
"If we get enough attendance, it'll
probably make the late news,"
Marshall added. He spoke for a few
minutes urging the CUU to become
active in the Broadwater campaign
either through contributions or
active involvement.
Much of the meetings discussion
was concerned with the image of the
organization. Ellis emphasized that
the CUU was for the entire student
body. "Many think of it as just an
organization for freaks, but in
reality, it is for the entire student'
body," said Ellis. He added that the
purpose of the CUU was not to
alienate anyone, but to bring them
together.

ROB SANDS

Group to study
new dress code
Dr. C. E. Littlejohn, head of the
chemical engineering department,
Tuesday announced that a studentfaculty committee to evaluate the
departmental dress regulations had
been formed.
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The establishment of the committee

Senate reapportionment
bill may be passed soon
By KATHY HUBBELL
Staff Writer
"We could have the reapportionment
amendment out of committee within a
week," said John Marshall, chairman of
the Senate ad hoc Reapportionment
Committee, Sunday night.
The committee actually has until the
February elections to finish its revision
of the controversial amendment, so there
is little rush.
One senator would be elected from
every "dormitory unit," according to the
proposed amendment as currently
stated. A dormitory unit is defined as 140200 campus residents. The Elections
Board will be responsible for determining
the composition of these units.
Candidates for a senate seat would be
required to "sign an affidavit to the effect that they will remain a permanent

resident of their respective dormitory
unit during their term of office." Elections would be held within the individual
dormitory units. A candidate would be
considered duly elected "if he polls a
majority of the total votes cast."
Off-campus and commuter students
would be permitted to elect one senator
for every 200 off-campus students, according to the proposed amendment. In
this case, a plurality of the votes would
be required to designate election.
Greg Jones, president of the student
body, considers the reapportionment
amendment "one of the major goals" of
his administration.
Besides offering the students more of a
voice in student government, Jones feels
that, through "day-to-day living," the
senators elected from a dormitory unit
would know the "true feelings" of the
students they represent. "Instead of

McHugh, Korvick clash
concerning hair length
By MARTY COPE
Staff Writer

Objections to the length of his hair
and beard by swimming team Coach
Carl McHugh have prevented
^sophomore swimmer Joseph
Korvick from attending swimming
team practice which started Oct. 12.
"I really tried to compromise,"
said Korvick. "It's a sad situation
that nothing could be done."
According to Korvick Coach
McHugh said that my hair was too
much of a drag while swimming,
and also that if I had long hair, it
would be bad for the team's
morale."
Korvick stated that he had offered
to wear a bathing cap, and shave off

resulted from a recommendation by the
student chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AICHE)
calling for "further evaluation" of the
dress code.
The AICHE chapter also recommended the temporary reinstatement
of Nicky Trice, a 20-year-old junior
from Columbia, in a chemical
engineering course until the departmental committee completes its report
Nov. 4.
Trice had been barred from entering the class Oct. 2 for refusing to comply
with dress regulations set by Dr. Littlejohn.
The committee is composed of four
members each from the sophomore,
junior and senior classes, graduate
students, and faculty. The AICHE
chapter asked that the committee be
given three weeks to prepare its report.

merely voicing personal opinion, a
senator would be more likely to keep in
mind the people whom he is representing," Jones said.

Littlejohn emphasized, however, that
he has "nothing to do with the committee," and will not be informed of
what it is doing until the report is
released.

Marshall feels that the reapportionment amendment would be a
means of combating the "extreme
apathy of the student body towards
student government." He predicts that
one result of the relatively small dormitory units would be a change in student
government elections from "poster wars,
where issues are never discussed," to
"elections based on issues rather than
games."

A Student Senate bill to eliminate all
dress regulations was sent for consideration to the Faculty Senate, which
on Oct. 13 defeated the bill, 20-10. The
bill was then returned to Student
Senate, where it now awaits revision
and further action by Student Senate
and, if passed, by the Executive
Council.

Originally, the idea of reorganizing the
Student Senate on a geographical basis
was introduced by 1969-70 Student Body
President Danny Hunt. According to
Marshall, Hunt presented the amendment ot the Senate "a little late in the
semester."

The Executive Council must approve
all Student Senate bills in order for
them to be included in student
regulations. Faculty Senate President
Bobby Prochaska said last week that
the Student Senate bill may be approved by the Executive Council if the
revised version includes safety
equipment as mandatory.

"He tried to push it through.... It just
couldn't be done," Marshall said.

Vice President for Student Affairs
Walter T. Cox last Thursday voiced
disapproval of the elimination of all
dress codes. Speaking at a student rally
in support of Trice, Cox claimed that
some sort of dress code is needed to
prevent students from "walking into
class completely without clothes."

The original amendment was defeated
by a 32-6 vote, and sent back to committee. Jones worked on revising the
amendment over the summer, and the
Reapportionment Committee, under
Marshall, has been "revising the
revision" this semester.

his beard, but apparently this offer
was not satisfactory to McHugh.
"I just didn't feel I would get
enough out of swimming to have my
hair cut to please Coach McHugh,"
commented Korvick.

If the amendment is passed by the
Senate, it must be approved by the
student body in a referendum before
going into effect.

When asked about Korvick's
expulsion from the swimming team,
McHugh responded, "I don't give a
hoot how people wear their hair."

Intradorm activity planned by presidents

McHugh said that long hair
produced too much body drag while
a person was swimming.
"The
swimming cap won't work,"
asserted McHugh, "and nothing was
said (by Korvick) about him shaving
his beard."
"I'm trying to get the most out of
the boys for the talent they've got,"
added McHugh.
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FRUSTRATION
The football team's current four-game losing streak drove one student to
make this modest request via his window this week. Clemson plays Duke
University here Saturday at 1:30 in the stadium.

By KATHY HUBBELL
Staff Writer

to stimulate more involvement in
campus life.

Service projects, social events, and
especially intra-dorm activities, are
being emphasized by the newly elected
presidents of Manning, Lever and
Barnett Halls.

Angie Fowler of Manning Hall, Ann
Morris of Lever, and Barbara Hathaway
of Barnett were elected this fall under the
new policy of women's dormitory selfgovernment.
Plans for Manning Hall this year include the establishment of a weekly dorm
newspaper, the writing of a constitution,
and the establishment of seven dorm

By operating each dorm as a separate
unit, the presidents hope to be more
responsible to their residents' needs and

committees, according to Miss Fowler.
In particular, a Standards Committee is
being organized as a counseling group to
"hear and decide dormitory violations."
Manning Hall is also sponsoring an InterDormitory Relations Committee to coordinate activities among the three
dorms.
Lever Hall is co-sponsoring a UNICEF
drive this month in an effort to get its
girls more involved with each other and

Bob Behling, a senior senator and
member of the American Civil
Liberties Union, explained to Cox and
the rally supporters that indecent dress
is covered by other state and University
laws.

the school, said Miss Morris. The dorm
also hosts "juke box" dances, and was
the first to sponsor two girls in the
Homecoming Queen Contest.
Having already held two open houses
and a drop-in, Barnett Hall is tentatively
planning to hire a band for their next
social event. "We are here to ask the
girls what they want. They can come to
us with any suggestions," said Social
Chairman Cain Haily.

Comments
Opinions expressed on the editorial page
are those of the individxial writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Editor-in-Chief
JIM WALSER, Managing Editor

JIM FORTH Editorial Page Editor

MARC FEINBERG. Business Manager
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Remember Cathy?
The current controversy concerning student dress is reminiscent
of the famous McNeight High Court
trial of three years ago.
Cathy McNeight was taken to
student court for wearing "inappropriate" dress to class. Those who
■are not familiar with the case might
;theorize that Mrs. McNeight came to
;class bare-breasted or in some other
indecent manner.
Her crime, though, was wearing a
miniskirt through the hallowed halls
of Clemson. Today skirts similar to
hers may be seen every day
covering coed bodies.
The point is that miniskirts were a
•new fashion three years ago and the
•administration over-reacted. Today
jlong hair is a new fashion and the
^administration is again overreacting.
The Faculty Senate has directed
the Student Senate to restructure the
■student-presented bill so some
control over dress may be maintained.
It is appropriate that a chemistry
laboratory instructor would want
students to wear clothing suitable

for protection from caustic material
and shoes to protect feet from
broken glass. But worries concerning students attending class
nude should be dispelled.
Civil laws cover students when
they chose not to cover themselves.
A student who attends class in the
nude would and should be arrested
by the civil authorities. He would
also be disrupting the academic
processes and thus be subject to
dismissal.
The administration's and faculty's
attempts to point out the most extreme hypothetical situations is a
poor ploy. The extremes in dress or
undress are already covered by civil
law and the administration should
realize this.
Long hair or bare feet or students
without ties are not legitimate
reasons to exclude students from the
academic processes of this institution. Academic freedom rests
on the premise of freedom of expression within certain wide
limitations. Those limitations are
not the narrow bounds of "in loco
parentis."

Strike
i The Vietnam Moratorium activities to be held here next Friday
;are a healthy outgrowth of student
activism.
: Students
at
Clemson
and
throughout the country are tired of a
war which decimates the population
and destroys the moral and spiritual
fiber both of this nation and
Southeast Asia.
The local observance of this
^demonstration against the war will
include workshops, folksongs, and
speakers. The purpose of this
^demonstration is primarily to show
opposition to the war while learning
more about how the government of
'this country is conducting the
Vietnam and Mideast escapades.
Another
purpose
of
the
moratorium is to honor those
Americans and Vietnamese who
have already died or will die
needlessly
in
this
conflict.

U
•••

Thousands have already died in
vain. It is an atrocity to add more to
the list.
Richard Nixon's attempts to slow
down the war machine as window
dressing for the November election
is criminal. Troops are being withdrawn while Nixon admits we
cannot win the war; but what does
this mean to the G. I. who yesterday
had his body shredded by a Viet
Cong mine?
The war goes on and the youth of
the nation will not be placated by low
draft quotas and political peace
promises. The Nixon administration
must be shown that the youth of this
nation will not accept an illegitimate
war on any grounds.
Clemson students will have a
chance to peacefully and legally
show their opposition to the Vietnam
atrocity next Friday by striking
from class and attending the
moratorium.

C U U is not an organization
"The measure of a man's real
character is what he would do if he knew
he would never be found out."
Thomas Babington MacCauley

totally new life style with new career
options. To have this we must change the
University. We must make it serve the
students.

This quote hangs on Dean Coakley's
office wall. It has a special significance
for the members of the Clemson Community. Why? Because we have found
out what he would do. We found out that
he would have us trained to fit into his
absurd society. A society that let
thousands of Americans die in S. E. Asia
while it debated the shape of the table in
Paris; that kills a million Vietnamese,
then puts Benjamin Spock on trial for
opposing the slaughter; that one day
proudly announces the salt talks, then the
next day announces the building of the
ABM.
His society has created universities to
condition students to accept his middle
class values which place money and
material wealth as ultimate goals.
Clemson University exists to that the
dying society can train you to perpetuate
itself. As Dr. Littlejohn has said, "I have
always operated on the principle that a
student entering professional study
places himself in the hands of his
professional superiors for molding." We
do not wish to be molded into a
meaningless 9 to 5 existence. We desire a

CUU exists for this purpose. What good
are classrooms if Dean Cox locks us out?
What kind of education can we get if
professors can bar us from their classes
because we don't fit their "mold"? How
can students relaz id no entertainment
exists and the Student Union has existed
only in the planning stage for more than
seven years? How can students express
themselves when their publications are
confiscated at the printer's? When their
theatrical productions are censored?
How can the Administration speak of
academic freedom when our speakers
are barred from campus? Andwer these
questions and you will see why CUU
needs to exist.
But Dean Cox says that we can't exist
because we aren't a recognized
organization. He would have us become
just another college extra-curricular
activity, a practice group for later
participation as "good citizens". Our
activities must be more than exercises of
the University. We are currently
organizing jam sessions, film festivals,
workshops, inviting speakers, and
stimulating debate. Through these ef-

forts we hope to contribute to a better
society, for CUU is more than just a club
or campus organization, CUU is a
movement.
C.U.U.

Changt
Dear Sir,
It is not necessary to speak of the past
trials and tribulations of the recently
organized C.U.U. It now becomes overwhelmingly apparent that it's functions
are meant to be stifled by the administration of Clemson using the
rational that the C.U.U. fails to meet the
requirements of a
"recognized
organization". I say
Are the desires
of a large number of students at this
University going to be scoffed-at and
suppressed by a load of bureaucratic red
tape advocated by a recession administration? It appears that the
"organizational requirements" being
enforced by the administration are
merely a means to selectively weed-out
any organization or ethnic group that the
administration feels is detrimental to the
function of the University." The only
other alternative left to us is to change
the system itself, and change it must, or
the Clemson student is doomed to perpetual infamy emanating from antiquated rules and regulations designed

to belch-out the "Clemson Graduate" —
a stereo-typed, phlegmatic blob of
nothingness.
We have got to change and it has to
happen now! It should have happened a
decade ago.
Bob Bennett

Human?
Dear Sirs,
With regard to Mr. De Vaux's article
"Wars Are Not Acts of God" in the October 16th issue of the Tiger, I should like
to state "my decision," having "though
about it." "I, along with many other
peach loving Americans," will NOT
"support the movement of October 30-31
to move out of Southeast Asia."
What, please tell me, is humanitarian
about permitting the slaughter of the
people of South Vietnam by immediately
withdrawing American troops from that
country? What is humanitarian about
allowing Communism to bring the people
of Soutneast Asia with the hammmer and
sickle? I consider myself "an intelligent
human being" and I do not much like
being called "another non-thinking slob
of an American." The author should
think twice about his use of the word
humanitarian.
Susan Otterson

Letters

Dress code irrelevant at university
Surely a dress code is no longer
necessary at a university. As Bob
Behling pointed out, nudity and
disruptions would not result from the
abolishment of the existing codes
because these circumstances are already
covered by other regulations. We fail to
see the administrations point of view in
trying to regulate a student's appearance. Such restrictions are
irrelevant to the basic purpose of the
university. It was stated that Nick Trice
had to get a haircut to fit into the business
world. We feel that it is not the purpose of
a university to teach conformity but to
inspire and enlighten.
Trip Hines
David Schwab
Terence Frantz
David Nix

couldn't come to class in a jock strap
'cause it would disrupt the class and if
the prof, didn't have the authority to
dismiss the student, then the educational
process might be hampered. And he
agreed.
Then I said that I had changed my
mind about the need for any revised
dress code as such when I found out that

Ridiculous
Dear Sir,
Let us hope that an institution of higher
education will teach us to judge a man by
what he thinks and says, not by what he
wears.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Smith

Director
Dear Sir,
Regarding the dress code discussion,
student appearance tends to reflect attitude and life style to many campus
visitors. Since personal interviews are
part of the selection process, each
student should seriously consider how
hasty action now may affect his own
future.
D Greg Hughes >39
Placement Director

Coded
Dear Sir,
I was talking to a friend about the dress
code. I told him that I had felt like we did
need a dress code because you just

only be rebundant. And then he said: questionable logic.
S. David Alley
"Well, I know Nick Trice and he's a...
And then I thought to myself that I
wasn't even talking about Trice, and
more than that I didn't even know him. I
had more to say — I was going to say that Dear Sir,
There was a time when I thought the
a prof, should be able to stipulate dress
when a matter of safety is involved. But I fight for student rights was just a cause
didn't because I knew he would agree that people got into because it was
fashionable; but my opinion has changed
drasticly in the several months I've been
at Clemson. The students of Clemson
University are being openly oppressed
and restricted and action must be taken
so that freedom of expression can
become a reality at this campus. I really
couldn't believe it when I heard that Nick
Trice had been barred from class
because of the length of his hair. I
thought that kind of student oppression
had ended in the early sixties!
Last year I was free to wear any kind of
dress that I wanted because the students
of my high school managed to have the
dress code abolished with very little
trouble or opposition. Now I am a college
freshman. I am-on my own and I am,
supposedly, a muclf more mature person
that I was in my high school days. Why,
then, do I once again have to put under
the restrictions of a dress code? It seems
that I'm being told that the United States
is the land of the free as long as you're
not a student.
I urge the students of Clemson to join
together and make it known that we want
to be more than puppets of the administration. We've got to prove that we
want to be considered as real people who
should be able to live, and dress, as we
please as long as we don't infringe on the
rights of others.
Mark Irwin

Puppets

.... And when you start dressing like a
student you can look like one.
there already are rules against obscenity
and disrupting the peace. I told him that I
felt like instating a revised dress code to
cover threats to the educational process
because of the dress of a student would

I Think
with me and I knew why.
The more opposition I hear to the
abolition of the dress code the more I see
personal prejudice backing up

Dear Editor,
I think the dress code should be
abolished.
Larry Blackhurst

Destroying one another..."
Students are tired of conflicts

I think the time has come for we
"middle of the road extremists" or
"equalitists", if I may coin a few new
phrases, to put an end to the Clemson
Civil War. You students who write every
week about "southern conservatism" or
"Yankees should go home" are obviously
defeating the whole purpose of education,
whether here at Clemson or elsewhere,
and wasting a good deal of money at the
same time.
We are not here to defend the way of

by the time you graduate and have to
enter the "rational" world — because we
are the ones who are going to have to
change the mess this world is in today.
Ian Kamen

Majority
Dear Sir,
I feel it time that a rarely expressed
viewpoint be offered. An appreciable
amount of tension and conflict of late has

Letters & Comments
life of our regional characteristics, or
mock those of other regions. However, a
great deal of our education is an attempt
to maturely and rationally understand
other people. That is what is so important
about college life, and dorm life in
particular. But every week I see, and
everyone else does as well, exactly who
the immature, the irrational, and the
infantile really are.
I cannot understand what you are
trying to gain. Face it, students from the
north come down here as guests and with
permission from the state of South
Carolina. Are some of your manners so
crude that you continually raze your
hosts, either north or south?
And the students who are from the
south. Some of you are no better. I can
remember seeing countless times when
southern students would ridicule the
northern cities and their permissiveness,
and how it seems to them that every
square mile of the north is cement and
blacktop. Wake up, will you please? That
statement is so ridiculous it is not even
worth bothering with, because those who
say it have probably never been north of
Washington, D.C., if that far.
So come on babies, cut it out and start
acting like rational people instead of
regional recruiters for state chambers of
commerce. I sincerely hope you grow up

aroused one of the silent observers to
make audible remarks.
Evidently, he feels considerable
consternation to be moved to write a
letter expressing his perspective.
Previously, he was content to go to
school, pursue an education, and receive
a diploma. Now, he feels his pursuit of an
education is endangered by a development which is very liable to come to pass.
He has watched summers turn into
nightmares for people far away from
him, praying he would remain safe. He
has seen college action groups go into
action, resulting in the National Guard
going into action. He has seen cities turn
into conflagrations. He has heard of
liberal cliques kidnapping
and
planenapping. He has read of respectable
judges misusing their discretion concerning rambunctious defendants. He
has heard of National Guardsmen and
police practicing crude forms of
bloodletting.
Well, everybody, what will happen
next; where is all this violence leading
us? Do not deny that violence is being
practiced and provoked by both sides of
the ideology continuum. Do not
rationalize the situation as that of a
matter of degree, either. No amount of
violence and strife is justifiable. Do you
still have peace, love, and brotherhood as

goals? Fighting for such goals either to
gain them or to preserve them, depending on which side you are on, defeats
your purpose, does it not?
Have you noticed the advertising
lately? The prevalent scheme is "come
together." The Strawberry Statement is
an awesome prophecy of the type of
development toward which this country
is heading. That school was no particular
university; it was the whole nation. No
one specific will be to blame; everyone
will have blood one on his hands. To top it
all, those more concerned about their
laundry or their television cable, those
not really seeing that which is thrust
before their eyes, will be present, watching unconcernedly. Perhaps those who
ignore the strife are the ones to blame.
They refuse to foresee the ramifications

which are bound to ensue; they concern
themselves only with immediacies
relavent only to themselves, their jobs,
their families. That is one groove from
which I pray I am able to escape. It is
becoming a cavernous gorge with sides
too high for its prisoners to see the hatred
and ominous disaffection developing on
both sides and confronting each other.
Patrick R. Watts

Off Jack!
Dear Sir,
Off Jack Lynch! He argues that ROTC
has no place in a neutral university "...
because of the anti-militarist feelings
prevalent among many Americans." He
implies that the military services are not
politically neutral. Not so, they do what
they are told to do, for Republican or

Democratic administrations alike.
Lynch blames the military for "fiascos,
especially Vietnam." JFK made the
decision to commit combat troops in
Vietnam and LBJ kept them there. In
addition, many of the details of waging
the war were decided by politicians, not
the military.
The military does not exist just for the
war in Vietnam. Hard as it may be for
Lynch to realize, not all the Chinese and
Russians are "good guys." If he has any
doubts he could talk to some Czechs,
Hungarians, South Koreans, etc. They
would tell you that being militarily strong
enough to defend yourself from loving
Communist attentions is highly
desireable. Does ROTC belong on
campus? Yes. Does Jack Lynch? No, he

ought to go back to high school and grow
up, not just vent his evidently "antimilitaristic feelings" on a handy target.
Malcolm Cleaveland
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Open column

Don't worry about SDS and honorariums

If you cannot find many white janitors
or black administrators or faculty, there
might be racist discrimination involved.
Has the student body got more than 1 per
cent black membership? Has The Tiger
staff got black editors?

In another vein you again call for
communication with the administration.
Ask ex-jock Walter Cox how much he
communicated with the Chronicle staff
before he burned the last issue and then
said the material could be used again.
Ask Bob Edwards to communicate with
you like he does when he talks down to
SLBI or other activist students.
Ask the administrators to quit lying.
Ask them to explain why voluntary
ROTC does not cover old students;
if the rational for main making
ROTC
voluntary,
was
good
enough for 1970 why not previously
enrolling students. Don't even ask for
change, just ask for legitimate dialogue
and see what you get. It don't get it.

Has anybody at Clemson got use for
black men and women in capacities other
than jive singers, and dancers, jocks and
crap workers?

Ask somebody why the $1,800 appropriated for wenching and boozing at
SCSSL and the proposed student
government honoraria and The Tiger,-

Dear Sirs,
You really blew it with the Oct. 9
editorial.
No reasonable thinking student could
escape seeing the blatant racism on
Clemson University's sweet magnolia
campus. The canteen has hired black
people to cook and clean up, but it has
hired whites to make change and administer the operation there.

TAPS, CD A and WSBF honoraria are not
used for the good of humanity in the
communities of South Carolina that need
money not a bunch of B. S. about communications.
Ask a few pointed questions about the
unnatural segregated living conditions of
university students. Ask about the rats
and the roaches in the tin cans. Ask a few
administrators
about
their
qualifications. Ask why the state has
counties known for poverty, ignorance
and disease. Ask why investigators are
paid to search out drugs when hunger
exists not five miles from Tillman Hall.
Ask if atheltic expenditures are,
justified when people have worms and
hunger-bloated bellies.
Live up to your name Tiger. Quit
reading Mr. Bob's press releases and
force the university to serve all the
people. Don't worry about SDS and bad

press until the reason's for SDS's existence have been solved by the people
and for the people.
Robert K. Whitney '70
LETTERS POLICY
The Tiger requires that every letter
be accompanied by the name of the
author in order to be considered for
publication. A limited number of letters
will be published which express opposing viewpoints if a large response is
received concerning a single issue.
Names will be withheld by request of
the writer, although we emphasize
much of the letters effectiveness is lost
when the author is unwilling to have his
name published. Letters must be
received typed and triple spaced no
later than Tuesday evening at the Tiger
office.
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County United Fund drive begins
By KATHY HUBBELL
Staff Writer
Campaigning under the
slogan, "Give the United Way

.... If you don't do it, it won't
get done," the Pickens County
United Fund hopes to raise
$124,326 in their current drive,

according to Prof. L. M.
Bauknight.
Bauknight spoke at the
Fund's Oct. 5 kickoff cam-

paign banquet at Liberty High
School in Liberty.
The money is to be divided
among 26 Pickens County
service organizations, which
include the Clemson Day Care
Center $$2,000), and Clemson
Community Youth Program
$$5,400). Other organizations
include the Pickens County
Y.M.C.A., ($22,500); the
American
Red
Cross,
($14,500); the Boy Scouts,
($14,000); and the Pickens
County Student Aid, ($10,000).
This marks the first year
that Clemson has merged with
Pickens County in the United
Fund drive. George Patterson, a local realtor, is head
of the Clemson area drive, and

Shouse, and Dean Victor
Hurst.
Farrar is in charge of coordinating University activities in the drive. Noting the
aid which Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity gave to the
drive last year in dorm
collections, Farrar stated that
"we would certainly appreciate it if they did it again.
However, we have not yet
contacted them."
The campaign is expected to
continue through
early
November.

is assisted by a board of
directors including Dr.
George H. Aull, Millard B.
Farrar, Alan Cleveland, Felix
NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES PRESENTS

FALSE ALARM
The coeds of Lever Hall last week got an
unexpected chance to show off their noc-

JIIOBROUin LEEURRCLEEF

turnal apparel to interested onlookers, but it
was only a false alarm. The fire, that is.

ELC0RD0R

Animal surgery methods improve
Animal surgery has come a long way
since the days 40 years ago when Dr.
Robert O. Feeley, veterinary science
professor here from 1911-52, treated a
festering abscess on a Georgia donkey's
leg by scalpeling away rotten tissue and
searing the wound with a red-hot poker.
One of Feeley's former pupils, himself
now a University professor, recalls
vividly those early Saturday morning
labs: sleepy-eyed students, a pot-bellied
stove doing its best to conquer the chill,
and presentations of animal case
histories with a chorus of dogs barking
and the donkey braying elsewhere in the
building.
Originally located where the Clemson
House Hotel now stands and demolished
during the 1940's the two-story veterinary
hospital was a symbol of progress in
animal medicine.
Though the veterinary science
department was closed in 1953 after
Feeley's death, new emphasis has been
placed on animal surgery and experiments at the university as scientists
continue to explore the important new
frontiers of biomedical reserach.
The University's new symbol for
animal experimentatian progress is the
animal surgical ward on the fourth floor
of the $2.4-million Rhodes Engineering
Research Center, the<focus of graduate

engineering and biomedical research on
the campus.
A dozen operations have been completed so far in the new lab, which will
eventually be used almost daily for
animal surgery.
Most recently Dr. Barry W. Sauer,
veterinarian and biomedical engineering
professor, and three assistants conducted a delicate three-hour operation to
remove a large mongrel dog's adrenal
glands for an experiment by animal
science department researchers.
Instead of a red-hot poker, Sauer
operated with a cautery, an electrical
"knife" used also in human surgery that
cuts by intense heat, which causes rapid
blood coagulation and produces a
relatively bloodless incision.
While one assistant acted as
anesthetist, monitoring the dog's vital
responses and administering anesthesia
and oxygen, the other two kept a steady
flow of sophisticated surgical instruments passing through Sauer's
hands.
Spotlessly clean, the operating room,

recovery room and storage area complex
is a showroom for modern medical and
animal patient care equipment. The lab
has facilities comparable to those of
many small hospitals, says Sauer.
The Rhodes lab will be used primarily
to study how successfully such devices as
ceramic tooth roots, jawbones, joints,
bone replacements and other artificial
organs implanted into dogs, cats, rabbits, and other animals.
"Animal experimentation isn't cruel if
it is well-planned and conducted under
proper medical procedures," says
Sauer. "The animals are well cared for
both before and after surgery, and
whatever pain may be involved is kept
under careful control by drugs."
Animal medical research is a vital step
in developing medical treatment for
human beings, Sauer emphasizes.
"Remember that all these experiments
have been meticulously planned with the
idea of eventually using similar
procedures and devices to treat human
health disorders," he says.
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S Special Late Show 10:30 P.M. >
Fri. & Sal. • Oct. 23-24
SHE CAME TO SIT WITH
BABY... AND WENTAWAY
WITH DADDY!
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WEEKEND
BABYSITTER
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A DUNDEE PRODUCTION
COLOR
k CROWN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES RELEASE

Sun. & Mon. • Oct. 25-26
A movie as American as
Mom's apple pie, Daddy's
Scotch - on - the - rocks and
little Maxie's hang-ups.
ELI WALLACH
JULIE HARRIS
Joseph E. Levine presents An Avco Embassy Film

"The people
next door"

For 1971,we improved the left side rear window.
At last, a Volkswagen improvement
you can see.
Along with our 25 hidden improvements for 1971, we proudly announce a
new price.
$1780 will now put you behind the
wheel of a Volkswagen 111 sedan.*
You see, we found little things to take
out of our little car that won't affect
what you get out of it.
(After 25 years of perfecting one

model, you can do ingenious things like
that.)
For even though it now runs around
on a new, more powerful engine, it still
runs around on around 26 miles to a
gallon.
It still abstains from antifreeze.
It still survives on pints of oil instead
of quarts.
.And in case'you couldn't tell from the
picture above, it still looks like a Beetle.

In Color • R-Raling
Tues.-Wed. • Oct. 27-28
A JACK SMIGHT PRODUCTION

THE TRAWLING

Frank Myers
Motors, Inc.

3302 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

Hj> METROCOLQR ■ PANAVISION® MGM

CLEMSON THEATRE

CDA PRESENTS

MEDALLIONS
CDA AUTUMN DANCE
HARCOMBE COMMONS
FRIDAY, OCT. 23
8-12 P.M.

THREE DOG NIGHT
COLISEUM
SAT., OCT. 24, 1970

8-10 P.M.
MAIL ORDER TICKETS
CDA, BOX 2095, CLEMSON, S. C.

CASUAL DRESS

TICKETS
S4.00/PERSON ADVANCE
$5.00 AT THE DOOR

&
AUTHORED
DEALCR
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ROTC will accept coeds
By JOHN CARRIER
Staff Writer
Colonel Elmer Tyndall, professor of
aerospace studies, stated the "all of
next year's coeds except the seniors will
be eligible for the new expansion of the
Air Force ROTC program to begin in
August of 1971."

Tyndall said that all rising sophomores
and juniors will be qualified for a twoyear program, and that a four-year
program will be open to freshman coeds.
A few rising senior girls with high
academic rating who plan to go to
graduate school may become eligible for
the two year program, he added.
"Interest has been shown by coeds for

Council must approve

Senate okays facilities
to unrecognized groups
By MAUREEN LUDIAN
Staff Writer

campaign of Thomas Broadwater,
United Citizens Party gubernatorial
candidate, and J.C. McTeer's bid for
lieutenant governor.

A bill allowing student groups
previously unrecognized by the
University to use University facilities for
any purpose was passed by Student
Senate Monday night.

Also passed was a resolution to send a
letter to basketball Coach Tates Locke
suggesting other means of contacting
students, such as announcements in The
Tiger and on WSBF. The letter suggested
that such announcements, asking support and spirit for the team, were more
effective and economical than the letters
mailed to individual students in September.

If signed by the Executive Council, the
bill would minimize the advantages of
official administrative recognition,
which is now required before any group
can meet in University facilities.
However, recognized groups would
retain first priority on times and
locations of meetings, and on the
reception of student funds.
Official recognition now requires that
each organization submit a constitution
and have a faculty advisor. Also, the
constitution must be approved by both
Student Senate and the Executive
Council.
Also passed was a resolution introduced by the General Affairs Committee supporting an Oct. 30 moratorium
and calling for non-violent student
participation. The moratorium, sponsored by a local committee of students,
will demand the immediate withdrawal
of all troops from Indochina.
In other action, Senate passed a
petition of recognition for the Student
Committee for Broadwater-McTeer. This
group is supporting the gubernatorial

WOMEN
UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY
Newest method from Los
Angeles.
Recommended
by doctors and dermatologists. Call Mrs. Shealy,
Registered Eledrologist.
Clemson — 654-4549.

Tyndall commented that last year only
four university ROTC programs were
expanded to include girls on a trial basis.
This summer it was opened to all colleges
and universities, but Clemson did not
have time to set up their program for this
year.
The program will be similar to that of
the current one except that coeds will
only be able to study in the technical
areas and humanities, and not in pilot
and navigator training.
They will have a class and drill once a
week. "The drill will probably be closely
related to a lab with little marching,"
stated Tyndall.
He said that all those who plan to enroll
in the two-year program will be
processed next semester. These coeds
will be required to take a six week
training program this summer. This
program will consist of two weeks of
classes and four weeks of physical fitness
and training.
"Scholarships will be open to those
girls who enter the four-year program."
stated Tyndall. These students will be
financially supported through school,
and will be commissioned in the Air
Force upon graduation.

YD's aid John West,
Earle Morris election
David Prince, president of the Young
Democrats Club, announced plans for
aiding the Democratic candidates for
state office, John West and Earle Morris,
at a meeting Tuesday night.
The plans include a trailer to be located
near the Winn-Dixie in Clemson where
campaign materials and information on
student absentee ballots will be given
out. He said that there will be a booth on
the loggia set up in the near future.
Prince stated that possibly a debate
between the gubernatorial candidates
could be set up at the University.
W. C. Capel, a University sociology
instructor, talked to the meeting about
the West-Morris campaign. He stated
that West has run a "low key" campaign
because "the times have created an area
where honest men can not make
promises."
Concerning the campus political
situation, Capel said that the University
is in no danger of losing federal funds for
allowing campaigning by University
organizationsl and that it was "generally
Republican malarky."
He stated that the Tom Broadwater
write-in campaign will hurt the

ORANGE SPIRIT HATS
FOR SALE
SUPPORT YOUR TEAM
Get One Today! only $4.00
Call 656-7201

this field of study," slated Tyndall, "but
the main reason for the expansion is
because of a recent nationwide
enlargement in this area."

come to the basement

zrz^ni

of norris hall

0J0~//U4

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

Democratic voting strength, but it "may
help younger people and minority groups
to gain interest" in the policitcal affairs
of the state. He added that the "Red"
Bethea candidacy will probably "fade
out" because the Wallace support in the
state has been placed behind Albert
Watson.
The Young Democrats Club has
manned booths at the nearby state fairs
and has distributed literature at Clemson
football games. Prince stated that
campaign tabloids will be distributed in
the parking lots during upcoming home
games.

Canteen opens
in November
The opening date of the new East
Campus canteen, located on the ground
floor of Lever Hall, still remains in doubt
after a three-week delay caused by late
shipment of materials, according to F. D.
Miller, canteen manager.
He stated Tuesday that the new
facilities could have been opened three
weeks ago had all of the necessary
equipment arrived in time. A coffee
machine, an orange juice machine, and
other items have yet to be received due to
supply company strikes.
Miller stated that the new canteen will
seat 44 people at 13 tables, and will
operate on the same schedule as the West
Campus canteen. He also commented
that a regular work shift will be employed during the day, while student
employees will work the night shift.
Because of limited space, the serving
line will be set up so that students may
place orders at one point, receive a
numbered check, and pick up their orders at another point down the line. This
will make the service much more efficient and eliminate much of the confusion that students often encounter at the
present canteen.
The present assistant managers of the
canteen will be placed in positions as
managers of the separate East and West
Campus canteens, and Miller will be
head over both facilities.
Although he could not give a definite
date for the opening, Miller feels that it
will probably be around Nov. 1.

WHO SAYS?
For years it has seemed student parking has been moved
increasingly farther from campus. Now it may really be

Tiger Brotherhood taps 16
The Tiger Brotherhood has tapped 16 students for
new membership and has selected three new honorary
members.
Tiger Brotherhood is an honorary leadership and
service fraternity dedicated to the development of closer
relationships among students, faculty, alumni, and staff
members.
New student members are Paul Batson, Marion;
Randy Bell and Chuck Huntley, Greenwood; James
Bostic, Bennettsville; Rob Cox, Pamplico; George
Ducworth, Anderson; B. B. Elvington, Lake View.
Also Allen Edwards, Cheraw; Jim Hanahan,
Atlanta, Ga.; Al Hurt, Easley; Keith McCabe,
Kingstree; John McMakin, Lyman; Lewis Moss and Skip
Ur, Greenville; Michael Myers, Pickens; Bill Steele,
Arlington, Va.
New Honorary members are A. W. Rigsby, vice
president for executive affairs and university counsel;
Col. George K. Maertens, professor of military science at
Clemson; and Hugh Gambrell, assistant manager of
Clemson printers.

SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club will meet
Wednesday at 7 p. m. in room
106 of Daniel Hall. James
Farrington,
a
Clemson
student, will speak about the
two years he lived in Panama,
relating his various experiences with the people and
the culture.
YOUNG
REPUBLICANS
The Young Republicans
Club will meet Tuesday at 7:30
p. m. in Schilleter Hall. This
will be the last meeting before
elections on Nov. 3.
FUTURE ARMY
WIVES
The Future Army Wives
group will meet Monday at
7:30 p. m. in room 2, Lever
Hall. The special topic to be
discussed will be "facilities
and activities available on an
Army post." Any girl interested in learning more
about Army life is invited to
attend this meeting.
DELTA SIGMA NU
Delta Sigma Nu, the premedical fraternity, will meet
in room 101 of the physics
building at 7:30 p. m. Tuesday.
ALPHA EPSILON
DELTA
Alpha Epsilon Delta will

hold a mandatory meeting on
Monday at 7 p. m. in room 100
of Hardin Hall. All members
must bring $20 in dues. Those
who do not attend the meeting
will not be included in the
Formal Petition for Charter.
STUDENT HEALTH
SEMINAR
The Student Health Services
Committee will present a
seminar on birth control and
abortion at 7:30 p. m. Tuesday
in Tillman Hall auditorium.
Speaking at the seminar will
be Dr. Vaughn of the student
health services, Dr. Belk, a
gynecologist and obstetrician,
Mrs. Austin, a psychiatric
social worker from the infirmary, and the Rev. Sidney
Hall. The student body is
invited to attend.
POLYMERS EXPLAINED
Dr. Howard G. Clark,
professor of
biomedicali
engineering
at
Duke
University, will discuss his
research with sulphur dioxide
polymers in a lecture to be
given Friday at 3:30 p. m. in
Sirrine Hall auditorium.
Clark, a former associate
professor of textile chemistry
at Clemson, specializes in
testing polymers for use in
artificial organ devices.
ALPHA ZETA
Alpha Zeta fraternity will

DEBATE TEAM COMPETES
Jimmy Jackson and Sammy Williams represented
Clemson at the University of North Carolina Debate
Tournament last weekend. Fourty-four teams,
representing 27 colleges and universities, such as MIT,
Emory, Wake Forest Navy and Georgia, attended the
tournament.
The Clemson team finished with a 3-5 win-loss
record, highlighted by a win over the University of South
Carolina in the final round. The debate team is now
preparing for its next meet at Wake Forest, Oct. 30 to
Nov

-
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TRICK OR TREAT

Chi Omega sorority is sponsoring a special
Halloween Trick or Treat tour through the women's
dormitories for underprivileged children from the
Clemson Day Care Center.
The Trick or Treating will be carried on in all
women's dormitories Thursday afternoon from 2-3. All
women are asked to have candy on hand in their rooms to
give to the tots as they make their tour.

meet Monday at 7 p. m. in
room A-101 of the Plant and
Animal Science Building. Dr.
Charles Rieck, professor in
the agronomy and soils
department, will speak on the
subject, "Pesticides and the
Environment — Let's Get the
Facts Straight."
TUTORING
Mid-term grades got you
down? Sigma Tau Epsilon, the
honor fraternity for junior and
seniors in arts and sciences,
will tutor students having
trouble in arts and sciences
courses. The tutoring will be
held Monday nights from 7 to 9
p.m. in room 415 of Daniel
Hall.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
Mrs. Richard J. Calhoun,
who spent last year in
Yugoslavia with her husband,
Professor Calhoun of the
University, will address the
Unitarian Fellowship Sunday
at 10:30 a.m.
AGNEW TO SOMNILOQUIZE
Vice President Spiro Agnew
will speak to an audience
Monday at 12:15 p.m. in
Greenville's
Memorial
Auditorium. Jim Ellis of the
Clemson University Underground announced that
members of his group will
attend the speech and will
then proceed toarally in
nearby McPherson Park. He
urged all persons interested in
attending the speech and
needing transportation to
contact him or other members
of CUU.

IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH!" -Judith en*
"•**** BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,
BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"
-Kathleen Carroll. New York Daily News

CUSEA MEETING
The Clemson University
Student
Educational

Association will meet Tuesday
at 7 p.m. Plans will be
discussed for Future Teachers
of America Day to be.held
Nov. 19. All students are invited to attend.
JEWISH SOCIAL
Hillel
Brandeis,
the
religious
and
social
organization for Jewish
students, will hold a social on
Sunday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. at the
home of Dr. William Baron.
All Jewish students, whether
' they have participated in this
organization before or not, are
invited to attend. For more
information contact Hym
Karesh at 656-6735.
BARBEQUE
The Block and Bridle Club
will hold a pork barbeque
Saturday from 11 a.m. until 1
p. m., to be served at Gate 8 of
the stadium. The price will be
$1.50 per plate, with drink.
WESTMINISTER
FELLOWSHIP
Westminister
Fellowship
will meet Sunday at 7 p.m. in
the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church. A movie, "The
Merry-Go-Round," will be
viewed and discussed. All
students are urged to attend,
and refreshments will be
served.
FRENCH CLUB
The French Club will meet
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room
106 of Daniel Hall. Plans for
the ISA dinner will be
discussed.
BREAZEALE TO SPEAK
The chairman of the S.C.
House of Representatives'
Education and Public Works
Committee, Rep. Harold D.
Breazeale of Pickens, will
address students and visitors
to Tri-County TEC on Tuesday
at 11 a.m. The public is invited.

If you don't want to do it in the same old spot,
then go

Dan's Sandwich
Shop

"Somewhere Else''

Show The Devils

getting far out, as this picture ably illustrates,

ACROSS FROM POST OFFICE

Now available for rent for parties, etc. 2,300
square feet of floor space, fireplace, baths, close
to Clemson — but private

Saturday, October 24

Details: Call 654-4395

Football Special $1

PAW POWER
Clint's
Your Walgreen Agency
Downtown

Clemson

Esso

FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT
On the Car Wheel Balancing
Factory Trained Mechanic
E-Z Haul Trucks and Trailers
654-4142
Clemson Shopping Center
Now Open Sunday T1 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Fried Chicken - Dan's Way
STARTS TODAY!

RICE & GRAVY
COLE SLAW

amelot

ICED TEA
ROLLS, BUTTER

W ROCKING CHAIR THEATRE

in McALISTER SQUARE
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By MIKE GILL
:$
Sports Writer
:•:•
Tomorrow is October 24, and for the seventh
:•:■ week in a row the Clemson Tigers will battle with
| another of their eleven foes. This time their op•:•: position being the conference leader, Duke
:£ University.
:§
Hopes were high when the season began six
:§ seemingly short weeks ago. The Tigers' first two
j:j: games resulted in victories but since then the team
ijj has been outscored, 146-27, in losing to Georgia,
•i|: Georgia Tech, Auburn and Wake Forest.
|j
Though the team is young and very inex:•:• perienced there has been some glimmer of hope in
:•:• their play. They have been kicked hard and now
% must erase from their minds the haunting night$ mare of the last four weeks. If the Tigers fail to
•^ shake themselves from what has happened, Leo
•§ Hart and his teammates will hand Clemson its fifth
i§ straight loss.
:•:•
The football team has talent although it is
# certainly not equal to that of a squad like Auburn,
S: but is still capable of winning.
g
The team has been listless and unable to
$ generate the violence and hunger necessary to win.
|: The defense has been unassuming and slow to react
•:•: to the opponents' offensive attack.
•j:j
Against Wake Forest, Clemson let the Deacons
$ come to them, rarely challenging the running ex:| ploits of Larry Russel and Hopkins.
jjj:
Strength, mobility, agility, and speed are
$ essential if a team is to have a first-class defense.
:| Except for two quarters against Virginia and
iji; nearly three quarters of the Georgia Tech game,
$ Clemson has shown a bare minimum of these
$ defensive attributes.
$
The Tigers must come together and play as one
$ cohesive unit with each player inspiring another to
:•:• perform with determination and hostility.
:§
Eleven men on defense and eleven men on
;•:• offense must step onto the field tomorrow and take
•:•: the game to Duke. Clemson must be cocky, yet not
:j£ overconfident, but most important of all, they must
:£ want the game more than the Blue Devils.
:

%8S:s:::s:::::ft::::^

Frosh hit road
after Duke win
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And they do,
on their
brand new
Reprise album
[6412]
Also:
Something's Burning (6385)

Rub

Y' Don't Take Your Love to Town (6352)
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Booters climb to sixth in South
By RICH REITH
Staff Writer
The Clemson soccer team
came from behind to tie
University of North Carolina
Friday and beat Appalachian
State 6-1 Monday. The win and
the tie brought Clemson's
ranking in the South up to
sixth, and their 6-0-1 record is
the best in the ACC.
Friday the Tigers, after
jumping to a 1-0 lead in the
second
quarter,
found
themselves behind 3-1 in the
third on two mistakes by the
defense. But with a crowd of
an estimated 500 fans cheering
them on, the booters came
back with goals in the third
and fourth quarters to tie the
game at 3-3.

Coach Ibrahim was very
proud of the team and the way
it came back. "They came
back like real champions,"
the coach said "It's so easy to
let down after finding yourself
down by two goals because of
your own mistakes. Andy
Demori is a true AilAmerican. He scored all three
goals against UNC and has
been fantastic for us all year."

Demori, after his two goals
against UNC, has a season
total of 20, breaking his personal record 19, set two years
ago. He needs only 6 more to
tie the ACC record of 26, held
jointly by Cliff Krug and
Richard Row, both of
Maryland. As a team Clemson
has 39 goals and needs only 22

in their last 6 games to tie the
ACC record of 61 set in 1963 by
Maryland.
Against Appalachian State
the Tiger booters won in what
Ibrahim described as "a
farce. The referees were
terrible," he commented. "At
first I argued, but I saw that
there was no way we could
lose so I just stayed on the
sidelines and laughed."
In the game Demori scored
two goals, and Mark Bystry,
Jack
Mansman,
Roger
Collins, and Greg Dotson

scored one each.
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. the
team meets its most formidable foe, Maryland. For
both teams it is a must game
in their efforts for an NCAA
playoff bid, Clemson will be
hurt by the loss of fullback Joe
Alfandre who suffered a
broken nose in the game with
UNC. Coach Ibrahim called
him, fullback Alan Griffin,
and Demori "by far the three
best players on the field in the
UNC game."
The Terrapins are led by

Rasim Tugberk a senior
foward from Turkey. Tugberk
was first team Ail-American
last year and his 20 goals led
the ACC. He is the main
person to stop in the game.
Maryland wound up third in
the NCAA last year and was
tied with Michigan State for
first the year before. The
Terps are 3-2 this year after
having to forfeit a 6-0 win over
NC. State because of an
ineligable player, but they are
still the team to beat.
Coach Ibrahim has been

Taylor (Tates) Locke has
decided to remain at Clemson
as head basketball coach "as
long as our mutual commitments are fulfilled."
Last week the Greenville
News reported that Locke had
received an offer to become
head coach of a professional
team which was unidentified.
This fact was verified by
Locke and University officials.
In a statement released
earlier this week, Locke said,
"The opportunity to enter the
pros was flattering, but the
sincere feeling of Clemson and
its supporters has made the
challenge here more than
justify every ounce of effort
that is necessary to establish a
winning basketball program.
"In coming to Clemson I
made
a number of commitments to myself and to the
institution. I plan to be the
coach at Clemson as long as
our mutual commitments are
fulfilled. To the people of
Clemson, students, graduates,
and particularily to my staff, I
believe I owe something.
"I am tired of pessimists

(a winning program) accomplished here. It will take
time and hard work, but
patience and work have never
hurt anyone.
"I am glad to be a part of
this institution, because it
stands for many of the principles that I strongly believe
in, and in these times of
campus problems we need
principles. My family and
basketball are my life and I
just hope to make the latter a
way of life for Clemson
University."

The Tigers finally broke
their scoring slump against
Wake Forest last week but
still were unable to win the
game. Everything began to
click in the fourth quarter
when Clemson tallied 20
points. This week the Duke
Blue Devils, conference
leaders, come to Tigertown
and Clemson will have to
score several more times to
notch their third victory in
seven games.
Don Kelley, a pre-med
major from Greenville,
commented that "Wake
Forest kept running trap plays
up our middle. We had stopped
their option play, but we
couldn't stop the trap."
Concerning his 67-yard punt
return, the junior cornerback
said that the Tigers finally put
everything together. "A good
wall was set up, and all I had
to do was run.
"Once the defense broke the
scoring slump, the offense
came around," added Kelley.
"It's too bad the defense didn't
score earlier in the game."
When one thinks of Duke
and Leo Hart, a strong passing
game comes to mind. But
their attack, according to
Kelley, is just the opposite
with a runner like Steve Jones.
To win, Clemson will have to
stop Hart and Jones.
"We are back home now,
and we've got to break that
four game losing streak,"
stated Kelley. "We will be
playing the number one team
in the conference. We've only
lost one loop game, so we still
have a chance at the title, but

PRESEASON PRACTICE
Clemson's soccer team will face the University of Maryland Saturday morning at 10:30 a. m. *
on Riggs Field. They now sport a 6-0-1 record. The picture above is from a pre-season game with
Brevard Junior College. The Tigers won that game 6-1 as they set a style for the regular season.

we have to win to keep it."
Bobby Johnson stated that
the offense finally got together
out of necessity. "The offensive line started protecting
the passer and we also had a
lot of people catching the ball.
The offense is better now and
should do alright. That punt
return by Kelley helped us put
out more effort because he set
an example for the rest of the
team to follow."
Duke has several outstanding individuals stated
the
administrative

management major from
Columbia. They also have a
couple of good defensive
backs. Middle linebacker Dick
Biddle is possibly the best on
the team.
"The rest of their defense
executes well and makes few
mistakes,"
added
the
sophomore flanker. "We'll
probably have to mix to our
offense; we won't concentrate
on any one thing because their
defense is too balanced."
Johnson stated that this is a
must game for the Tigers. He

Powder puff football is
being organized at the
present. If there is enough
interest plans call for play to
begin on Bowman Field the
first week in November.

Boys tennis should finish up
next week. Girls singles
started Monday with some 21
girls playing.

felt that if they can beat Duke,
they have a chance for the
ACC title. Johnson added that
Clemson still can have a
pretty good season, so the
team just can't quit.
"It's going to take a great
effort, just to get ourselves up
off the ground," said Johnson.
"In our position we have to
execute our plays perfectly.
We will have to go out from the
beginning and show that we
intend to take the game to
Duke to prevent them from
getting ahead of us."

Want to set a
career objective of
$25,000 or more in
annual income?
This is a realistic
goal for any man
entering Grant's
management training
program.
Starting salaries
from $477 to $585
per month.
We are a rapidly
expanding billion
dollar retail chain
of over 1100 stores
—with a reputation
for paying top
incomes.

GOING, GOING, GONE
Don Kelley (21) breaks away from Nick Arcaro for a 67-yard
punt return for a touchdown in last weeks loss to Wake Forest. It
was the first time Kelley had run a punt all the way for a score
this season. He is now second in the conference in punt returns.

Sailing team hosts Clemson invitational
after poor showing in Citadel regatta
By JIM BELL
Bill Rembold.
Staff Writer
In the Clemson Invitational
Tomorrow the Clemson International 420's which are
Invitational Sailing Regatta 14 foot sailboats, will be used.
will be held at Lake Hartwell Racing will be in two divisions
beginning at 10:30 a.m. Last and all the South Atlantic
week the Tigers placed sixth Intercollegiate
Sailing
in a field of seven at the Association teams were inCitadel Invitational Regatta in vited.
Charleston. The race was held
on the Ashley River.
Racing in Jet 14's which are
16-foot fiberglass sloop rigs,
the Citadel ended up with 28
3/ 4 points compared to
second place South Carolina
By STEVE JOHNSON
with 34. The College of
KEN SMITH
Charleston (44 1/ 4) and
Special Correspondents
Davidson (62 3/ 4) came in
third and fourth respectively
After a successful road trip
Duke had 64, Clemson, 68 3/ 4,
the Clemson Rugby Club
and Tennessee, 89 rounded out
returned home to face their
the remaining three.
formidable opponents, The
Fourteen races ,jvere held,
PBR's. The first half ended in
seven each in two divisions.
a scoreless tie, but in the
Although the meet had been
second half the valiant efforts
scheduled for 9 a.m., high
of Steve Johnson, Ken Smith,
winds and choppy waters
and Reade Baxley were not
forced a postponement until
enough to turn back the
noon.
visiting female team.
The Clemson sailors, who
The superior shape of the
were unaccustomed to the
PBR's enabled them to draw
strong river current, brought
first blood on a seventy yard
home only one first place.
jaunt for a try. Lyn Conley
Freshman Jim Schartz won
converted for the kick to make
that honor for the Tigers.
the score 5-0. Clemson came
Other team members making
back in the closing minutes
the journey were Trip Hines,
with a drop kick, through the
Herb Bucks, Skip Lahser, and
uprights, but it was not

Intramural
Last week the Delta Kappa
Alpha won the I. F. C. Softball
Championship by defeating a
real strong Sigma Nu team.
Girls softball will finish its
schedule next week and it now
appears that no other team
will be_able to prevent the
Manning 4-9 floors from
winning the Championship.
* * *
Touch football got off to a
great start Monday with 62
teams participating. Eight
afternoon games and four
night games were played.
Rain stopped all games for
Tuesday but it is hoped that
Wednesday and Thursday will
see 12 games each.
* * *

Offense starts too late as gridders
lose fourth consecutive contest
By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer

especially pleased with the
turnout of spectators. The
crowd of 500 at the UNC game
was the largest ever to see a
soccer game at Clemson.
Ibrahim gave part of the
credit
for
his
team's
comeback to the fans who kept
pulling for the team when they
were down 3-1.

Notes

Locke to stay
as head coach

The Clemson freshmen will Both are averaging over four
face their toughest test to date yards per carry and Lang is
when they meet the Georgia leading the Jackets in scoring.
telling me that we can't get it
Tech freshmen, tonight, at 8 in
Savannah, Ga.
Both teams have identical
records, having won two and
. lost one. Clemson has defeated
Georgia, 34-14, and Duke, 40-0,
while losing to South Carolina,
9-0. The Baby Yellow Jackets
beat Florida State, 29-21, and
Gordon Military College, 1914, and lost to Miami, Fla.,
this past weekend, 19-14.
Head Coach Duke Owen was
filled with praise when talking
of last Friday's victory over
Duke. "It was a great overall
team effort," said Owen, "if I
had to single out any individual, it would be an injustice to the rest of the
team," he added.
Quarterback Mark Fellers
threw the ball 23 times,
completed 14, for 217 yards.
Four of his aerials went for
touchdowns. Fellers hit end
Jerry Davis for scoring passes
of 18 and 37 yeards, fullback
Skip Stombaugh for an 11-yard
touchdown and a 25-yard toss
to end Karl Andreas. Andreas
showed excellent running
ability and determination
when he caught the Fellers
pass on the Duke 13, and
rammed his way, over six
Blue Imp defenders, for the
final yards and the score.
IN DEFENSE OF...
Georgia Tech, primarily a
Clemson's David Clark (21) breaks up a pass in last week's
rushing team, has two outstanding running backs in freshman game, a 40-0 win over the Duke Blue Devils. The inGreg Home and Tom Lange. tended receiver for Duke is Harry Dixon.

KENNY ROGERS
&THE FIRST EDITION
Tell It All, Brother
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Since this is the only home
meet this season, all interested spectators are invited
to watch the race. The meet
can be seen from the dikes
near to the sewage treatment
plant.
The Clemson Invitational

Ruggers face Georgia;
Try to extend string
enough, and Clemson lost 5-3.
Following
the
first
catastrophe, the battered
Clemson Rugby Club pitted its
members against each other
in a fierce brawl of orange
against purple. In a lopsided
encounter the "A" team won
15-0 in a game in which
President Ed Michaels was in
control of a well drilled squad
at all times.
Clemson will play again this
Sunday, October 25, against a
strong Georgia team on the Yfield at 2:00. Georgia is one of
the finest rugby clubs in the
East, and with Clemson's
record as it now stands it
should be a very interesting
afternoon of contact. Come out
and support the team, and we
may get by with a little help
from our friends.

will be scored on a low point
system with 3/ 4 point given
first place. For second place
two points are given, third
place three points etc. At the
end of the regatta all the
points are totaled for both
divisions and the team with
the lowest score wins.

Ask your Placement
Director for a copy
of our brochure
— and sign up for
an interview.
Elton Shoemaker
Tuesday
Nov. 17, 1970
W. T. GRANT CO.
213N. TryonSt.

disparate classes,

Charlotte, N. C.

they really have .
it reveals some

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

1c
SALE

"Serving Clemson Since 1908"
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Pendleton's old stone church

witnosh

Church dates back to just after Revolution

:BY TOM PRIDDY-FEATURES EDITOR

By MARGE PERRY
Staff Writer

Quickies

Three miles from Clemson is the Old
Stone Presbyterian Church. It is built of
native rock and mortar and its roof is of
wooden shingles. On the southwest
corner a roughly carved date appears.
The doors and windows are boarded and
the empty church stands on a gently
sloping hill.
To find a reason for its existence, one
must look back to a time soon after the
Revolutionary War. Many families,
attracted by the climate and rich soil of
upper South Carolina, left homes in
Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.
They settled in the Piedmont, especially
in and near Pendleton.

"DEEP PURPLE IN ROCK" By DEEP PURPLE
(Warner Bros. WS 1877). Probably the last album by
the group made famous by "Hush" and "Hey Joe."

If this album makes it I think I'll commit suicide. No,
let me revise that. If this album makes it I know I'll
commit suicide.
"Deep Purple In Rock" is a pathetic attempt to make
a "heavy" record. The group stopped at nothing to
produce this loud, aimless piece of drivel.
The basic ingredients of this hype are indiscriminate
drumming, indiscriminate screaming, flashy guitar licks,
senseless organ work, semi-obscene lyrics, and general
bad taste.
Discussing individual cuts is ridiculous because they
all sound the same.
Deep Purple used to be a fairly good group. They
aren't any more. I think I'm gonna be sick.
OLD STONE CHURCH
"ROCK FESTIVAL" By THE YOUNGBLOODS
(Warner Bros. WS 18781. Performed by Jesse Colin
Young, Joe Bauer, and Banana. Recorded live at six
different locations in California, March and April 1970.

Whatever deficiencies the Youngbloods might have
previously had in their recorded material are completely
redeemed by "Rock Festival." The album is nothing short
of fantastic.
Old Youngbloods albums were hampered by the fact
that a lot of their music sounded like a lot of their other
music, which, in turn, sounded like much of their other
music.
"Rock Festival" is full of diverse tempos, melodies,
moody music, and happy music. I don't think any three
musicians work as well together as the Youngbloods have
in this album.
Most of the material was recorded live, and it has
spontaneity, taste, and, above all, togetherness. The
recording quality is perfect; hard to tell from studio
recordings.
Banana's electric piano solos on "Lake Spenard" and
"Josiane" are alone easily worth the price of the record.
In short, I'm madly in love with "Rock Festival."

Film is an oft-told story
"SOLDIER BLUE" (Aveo
Embassy). Screenplay by
John Gay, based on the
novel, "Arrow in the Sun,"
by Theodore V. Olsen; Directed by Ralph Nelson;
Songs, "Soldier Blue" and
"No One Told Me," written
by
Buffy
Sainte-Marie;
Starring:
Cresta Marybelle
Lee
Candice Bergen
Private Honus
Gant
Peter Strauss
Isaac Cumber
Donald Pleasence
Lt. John McNair
Bob Carraway
Col. Iverson
John Anderson
Spotted Wolf
Jorge Rivero

By JIM WALSER
Managing Editor
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"KILN HOUSE" By FLEETWOOD MAC (Reprise
RS 64081. Their fourth album, first to be completed
without lead guitarist Peter Green.

This album is a joke. At least I think it's a joke. Boy, it
sure better be a joke.
If Fleetwood Mac intended these old-time rock 'n' roll
songs to be enjoyed as a bit of nostalgia, then I can laugh
with them and not at them. But if they're serious. . .
On "Kiln House" they sing some very dated material
(one song is by Buddy Holly's wife). Maybe it's an attempt to "get back to their roots." Maybe they just
wanted to have some fun.
Whatever it is, though, it fails. Even the pure instrumentals are redundant; they never get off the ground.
I can't believe that after releasing a fine single this
summer like "World In Harmony" the group can be
serious about this album.

"STORMBRINGER" By JOHN AND BEVERLEY
MARTYN (Warner Bros. WS 1854). The British couple*s first recording, composed of all original material.
and
"THE USE OF ASHES" By PEARLS BEFORE
SWINE (Reprise RS 6405). Their second album.

If Warner Brothers hadn't sent these two albums I
never would have heard them and wouldn't have known
what I was missing. The only fault in the albums is the
fact that neither one is what you would call world famous.
I believe John and Beverly Martyn have the distinction of never having appeared in print anywhere in the
United States. At least I've never read anything about the
British couple, and I have no idea why.
Either my opinion is valid and these are two of the
best folksingers since, say, Simon and Garfunkel (they're
better than S&G), or I'm just plain stupid, don't know
what I'm talking about, they're no good, and that's why
I've never heard of them. I hope it's the former and not the
latter.
"Stormbringer" is one of the best electric folk-rock
records I've heard.

"The Use Of Ashes" by Pearls Before Swine isn't
perhaps as good as "Stormbringer," but it does have a
similar feel. Much of "Ashes" is in a classical vein, with
instruments such as harpsichord, oboe, flute, celle, viola,
and acoustic guitar dominating the instrumentation.
The lyrics are very poetic and the music used to
project these lyrics is tastefully Smooth. It's not actually
depressing music, but more reflective and thoughtful
music.
"The Use Of Ashes," even with it's unusual name, is
mild, well done, and easy to enjoy.

For most of its 112 minutes,
"Soldier Blue" is an unsuccessful attempt to overcome the many inefficiencies
of its two co-stars.
It almost succeeds.
Any movie that stars
Candice Bergen is in trouble
long before the curtains ever
open. Add Peter Strauss as the
male lead and you've got two
of the worse actors ever
assembled on one screen.
But that's what makes the
job done by director Ralph
Nelson so admirable. With
handicaps like those two he
never really had a chance.
Nevertheless, he comes
precariously close to making
an effective antiwar film,
constructing unmistakable
parallels between the U.S.
Army's murder of Indians at
the Sand Creek Massacre of
1864 and our very own
atrocities in the current
Vietnam fiasco.
Strauss stumbles and
bumbles through his part as a
cavalry private, Honus Gant,
who is part of a unit transporting a load of gold across
Cheyenne country. During
their journey, the unit runs
across Cresta Marybelle Lee
(Miss Bergen), a Brooklyn
native who has been released
by the Cheyenne chief Spotted
Wolf after two years of captivity. Many of the sex-starved
soldiers in the unit make
remarks concerning Miss
Lee's physical attributes. But
not Honus, who remains
oblivious to it all.
The column is attacked and
(you never would have
guessed it) Honus and Cresta
are the only white survivors.
Gee whiz, it's so exciting.

So the pair starts their way
to the fort where Cresta can be
reunited with her fiancee
which is the whole reason she
had come to the West in the
first place.

By MARCHEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
Sea horse: a fabulous marine animal
with the foreparts of a horse and the
hinder parts of a fish; a blending of
beauty and function; an unobtrusive
creature living contentedly and
prolifically in an ocean overrun with
killers; the imagery afound which Edmund Cooper wrote a book. . ."Sea Horse
in the Sky".
They woke up in their coffins. . .eight
men and eight women, their last
memories of a plane flight to London,
found themselves set out in neat plastic
boxes in the middle of a road that led
nowhere. A well-stocked — but staffless
— hotel and supermarket made it clear
that they would not starve. The altered
gravity and the unfamiliar stars made it
clear that they were far from Earth.
But the reason for it all was not clear,
and the medieval knight in armor, the

fairylike creatures in the sky, the metal
spiders, and the Stone Age tribesmen did
not help explain the situation.
As the castaways cope with their new
environment, the need to know "why"
dominates the direction of their lives. It
brings about epic adventures, strange
alliances, and a stunning denouncement
as they finally discover their destined
roles.
Edmund Cooper has succeeded in
telling an adventurous and a deeply
philosophical tale of life. His insight into
the problems and weaknesses of
mankind are clearly and concisely
portrayed.
There are moments in which the petty
rivalries of contradictory life styles
momentarily blind the castaways to the
fundamental truths of human existence.
But Cooper brings them through these
crises with skill and an easy naturalness
of style that allows the reader to accept
the consequences without reservation.
The characterizations are not so much

Strauss, while relegated to acting like a
12-year-old, does little with the part.
All in all, it's not a very good job of
telling people something they already
know.

Pendleton became a cultural center of
South Carolina. In 1811 a library was
established. Also at this time two
academies were founded, one for girls

The various pastors were all interesting and intelligent men. Many had
a considerable influence in state politics.
A new church was built in Pendleton in
1824, and the influence of the old began to
fade. Since 1863 no regular services have
been held, though special ones occasionally are.
During this century, interest has
centered on the preservation and improvement of the cemetery and grounds.
Within it lie the victims of every war save
the Mexican. The Revolutionary leader
General Andrew Pickens is buried there.
The building is still standing in relatively
good condition. Doubtless it will remain
for many more years.

Women's liberation ?
Along the way they encounter all
sorts
of
dangerous experiences while
Cresta gradually established
her moral and physical
superiority over poor Honus.
As could be expected, the two
fall in love and the already
faltering plot takes a downward course.
If the viewer can persevere
until the end, he is duly
rewarded. The final scene
must surely depict one of the
goriest slaughters in American
film history. It ably facilitates
director Nelson's point that
wars invariably bring out the
worst in society and therein
lies the film's worth. As Col.

CANDICE BERGEN
Inverson (John Anderson)
orders that his men "teach
those Indians a lesson they'll
never forget," it takes little
imagination or thought to
realize that these military
transgressions are part of
American's proud military
history. In the audience, there
is an unmistakable spirit of
My Lai, Vietnam.
But it is impossible to
conclude that sitting through
almost two hours of Hollywood
at its worst is worth the
resulting message.
The Western scenery is nice,
but the plot is insultingly
elementary and better acting
could be found in Drama 101.
Miss Bergen, while a sight for
any male chauvinist's sore
eyes, is pitifully incompetent
as
the
foul-mouthed
domineering Cresta. And

A forewarning of future events
"SEA HORSE IN THE SKY" By Edmund Cooper.

Photo By Bruenlng

Pendleton, the county seat of the
district, became a trading center. The
surrounding land values soared and
many sought to purchase it. With the
increase in slave population, farming
became profitable.
In the nineteenth century, the Low
Country aristocrats tired of sweltering in
their hot, humid summers. Pendleton
became the ideal summer resort. More
than a few of these families decided to
remain.

and one for boys. The girl's academy
especially was considered one of the
country's best.
With the outbreak of the War Between
the States, the men of the district
responded. After the War was over,
Pendleton never regained its position!
With many men killed and other disenfranchised, Pendleton, like the rest of the
South, sank into obscurity.
It was in this society and among these
people that the Old Stone Church was
built. In 1789 the Hopewell-Keowee
Presbyterian Church was built. When it
burned, it was replaced by the present
building. Land for the building was
donated as was the furniture.

in-depth studies of individuals as of the
type of social structure that these people
represent. Many of the encounters
between such characters as the Soviet
journalist and the British politician are
conventional stereotyped conglomerates
of national thought than of individualized
opinions.
The opening chapters seem fake, due to
the surface treatment of complex social
problems. However, as the plot
progresses and cultural and other artificial barriers fall, the true character of
each castaway is revealed. Cooper's
intentions become plain, his message
quite clear.
Edmund Cooper's "Sea Horse in the
Sky" is a book written on the order of an
Oriental puzzle set into a fairytale
peopled by twentieth-century Earthlings.
It is at time profound, obtuse, contradictory, redundant, humorous,
pathetic, trivial, trite, original. It is a
disjointed tale held together by the fears,
hopes frustrations, and aspirations of the
characters. It is a preview of what might
one day soon happen to the human race.

Girls9 poll shows lack of awareness
By MARILYN WALSER
Staff Writer
The morning paper is
crammed with news of wars,
hijacking and political
scandal, but the majority of
Clemson's coeds could
probably be found skimming
through "Dear Abby" or the
"funnies".

listed pollution as the most
serious,
while
racial
problems, student unrest, and
the generation gap tied in the
poll. Yet an alarming number
of coeds refused to answer this
question, stating that they
simply did not know enough
about world national problems
to make an educated answer.

When asked their views on
the busing case which is
currently before the Supreme
Court, every girl who was
questioned lashed out a
vehement attack on the issue.
One hundred per cent expressed personal contempt of
busing, and almost all of them
regarded it as totally unconstitutional. This is not
surprising considering that
most of the South Carolina
girls have been personally
involved in the issue, but even
the Northern girls termed
busing as "Un-American" and
"a violation of personal
rights."
Another issue which was
found equally repulsive to the
majority of those polled was
the
current
Women's
Liberation Movement. Most of
them
expressed
no
dissatisfaction with the role of
the woman in today's society,
and many stated that they
Apparently many other- actually enjoyed being concoeds share this opinion. They sidered "beneath" the male
seem to feel guilty about their sex. Some girls explained that
lack of concern but they find their sentiments on the issue
the news too boring and too were divided, but a very small
lifeless for them to closely percentage showed a real
follow world and national support of the movement.
Up to this point in the
events. Also they claim that
lack of time contributes questioning, most girls were
greatly to their ignorance in able to give some kind of
such affairs, and they believe supportable answer, but soon
that their studies are of more the girls' responses showed a
importance than a knowledge spectacular decline.
The question of who they
of current events.
would support in the upcoming
However, coeds do seem to South Carolina gubernatorial
have basic ideas and strong election was taken laughingly
convictions about certain by the vast majority of the
national problems. The girls polled. Not only did they
majority of the girls ex- not support a particular
pressed concern over the candidate, but they did not
Vietnam war and named this have any idea who was runas the biggest national ning for the office. One girl
problem of today. Others mistook gubernatorial to
But the worst of all, this is
evidence gained from their
own admission. In a recent
poll taken to discover just how
well versed the coed is in
national affairs, almost all of
those questioned expressed
only a passive interest in daily
news.
As one Clemson coed explained, "For most Clemson
girls, the news is simply
irrelevant to their everyday
lives and problems. They're
more concerned with who
their friends are dating than in
who is at war thousands of
miles away. Boys tend to
follow the news more closely
because it has a greater and
more direct influence on
their lives (such as draft
problems and the Vietnamese
conflict). But for girls, it just
doesn't make that much
difference."

mean "presidential" and
declared that she would
continue to support Nixon "all
the way" because of the great
job he was doing in office.
Surprisingly, most of the
coeds who did support a
certain candidate were not
residents of South Carolina.
These students tended to lean
more toward Albert Watson.
Several in-state residents
voiced support for Watson,
merely because he was "the
only one that they knew was
running." Overall in the poll,
Watson ranked first, John
West placed second, and
Thomas Broadwater captured
a few votes.
The remainder of the
questioning proved to be
rather futile. Approximately
95 per cent of the young
women had no knowledge of
President Nixon's recent
peace proposals and an even
greater number knew absolutely nothing of Canada's
recognition of Red China.
Actually, the coeds' lack of
awareness of current events
(as indicated by the poll)
proved to be rather shocking.
There were very few
knowledgeable answers to the
questions, and there were too
many girls who could not even
attempt to answer any of the
inquiries.
However, the poll did reveal
a certain basic characteristic
of most coeds. They are extremely opinionated on
national happenings even
though they may not know and
follow the developments of the
For example, one coed who
failed to give a response on
any of the questions and who
professed
a
complete
ignorance of current affairs
finally replied "yes" when
asked — "Should 18-year-olds
be allowed to vote." When
called upon to defend her
answer, she responded

without hesitation, "Of
course, the 18-year-olds should
be allowed to vote! They're
better informed."

CLASSIFIED
ADS
WANTED: INSECTS.
New, alive or oldpinned.
No
offer
refused. Call 656-7204.
WANTED: Prospective
wife, good cook and
attractive. Call Larry,
654-1953.
WANTED: 1 Post
Versalog Slide Rule.
Call Don, A-716, 6549986.
WANTED:
Two
practice fields. If
located, contact any
band member.
WANTED:
Respectable, eloquent,
dedicated persons who
are never at a loss for
words and will defend
their right to be wrong
at any cost, to participate in a round table
discussion. Must be
willing to avoid the
issue, cloud discussions,
constantly search for
obscure technicalities,
lie, and ignore death,
destruction,
and
inhumanity in the face
of
principle.
Job
guaranteed to last indefinitely. Travel to
foreign
countries.
College
education
preferred, honorary
degrees good enough.
Write R M N, 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington,
D.C.,
United
States
of
America.

Boring movie from start to finish
"THE PEOPLE NEXT DOOR" (Avco
Embassy). Screenplay by JP Miller; directed by David Green; a Joseph E.
Levine presentation; starring Eli Wallach, Julie Harris, Hal Holbrook, and
Deborah Winters.

By JERRY GRIGGS
Columnist
I have always tried to find something
good to say about the movies I see. I like
to help people enjoy them.
Take "Myra Breckinridge" for
example. Any movie that can so utterly
and miserably fail at everything it sets
out to do must be seen for the sake of the
feeling of superiority it gives to the
viewers.
Unfortunately there are some movies
which lack even this redeeming lack of
redeeming qualities. Such a movie is
"The People Next Door."
"The People Next Door" is not an
atrocity; it is simply bad. The dialogue is
phony, the actors are bewildered, and the
plot, although it may be realistic enough,
just doesn't come across.
Eli Wallach, Hal Holbrook, and Julie
Harris have all turned in good performances under other circumstances.
"People" is nothing but a bad
melodrama in which they can do no more
than speak their lines, maybe look tense
or worried or mad a little, then hide and
hope they were not noticed.

"People" is a conglomeration of all the
"now" themes that were overworked five
years ago and all of the incidents drag
along behind one another in predictable
order. Pat. Double pat.

decrepit" but we've given you everything
money can buy so why aren't you like us"
syndrone, and the list goes on... on... on...
on... ad infinitum, ad nauseum.

Some of the who-gives-a-flying-hockeypuck themes are ye old "pills and alcohol
are okay but drugs are a no-no," the
equally tired "the boy next door who
never does anything wrong is the one who
sold your daughter the acid," the totally

There is one thing that I can say for the
movie: it is amazingly boring from start
to finish and to produce anything so
relentlessly, so undyingly boring takes...
well, talent — of a sort, and if you can
appreciate boredom for its own sake...

